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under natural Lipschitz assumptions. We show that a wide class of nonlinear martingale problems, giving 
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by a propagation of chaos result on sample-paths. 
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Introduction 
Many natural phenomena are nonlinear, in the sense that the response to an input 
is not proportional to it. It has long been known how to prove existence and 
uniqueness for a McKean-Vlasov, or ‘nonlinear’, stochastic differential equation 
for which there are strong results by contraction methods. One first considers a 
family of ‘linear’ SDEs with measure-valued parameters, associates to each param- 
eter the law of the solution of the corresponding SDE, and proves a fixed-point 
result on this mapping. This is just an extension of the classical contraction result, 
which is done naturally in a L2 setting, as in Sznitman [ 111. Then, as in Sznitman 
[lo, 11, 121, the uniqueness for the nonlinear problem implies a propagation of 
chaos result for a system of particles with mean-field interaction. 
It is then natural to try to represent physical problems using SDE with strong 
solutions. For example, Tanaka [13] does this for the spatially-homogenous 
Boltzmann equation for Maxwellian molecules without angular cut-off. Not all 
situations can be treated this way, and most diffusions with jumps cannot be 
represented as strong solutions; in El-Karoui and Lepeltier [2] there is an abstract 
representation theorem by a SDE, but with no clue on the regularity of coefficients. 
In this paper we study McKean-Vlasov Ito-Skorohod SDEs. In order to have 
nice results on the non-compensated jumps, so as to include cases of interest, we 
devise an uncommon L’ contraction scheme, the novelty being that the natural 
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setting for stochastic calculus is L*. Once we have this L’ framework, results follow 
nicely under natural assumptions. 
We then find a large class of martingale problems for diffusions with jumps that 
satisfy our hypotheses, including most cases with finite or denumerable jump sets. 
This class can be studied only in the L’ setup. Certain Boltzmann equations, spatially 
discrete or with discrete velocities, fit in here; see Cercigniani [l]. We give a 
probabilistic model for a mixture of different species evolving in a chromatographic 
tube, as the solution to a system of nonlinear martingale problems, which originated 
this study and is also treated in Graham [4]; the global martingale problem jumps 
between a finite number of states taken by the particles. 
We finish by proving a pathwise propagation of chaos result, by the technique 
of Sznitman [lo, 11,121, and adapt it to our mixture model. 
Other pathwise representations can be devised, leading to couplings and contrac- 
tion results. In Graham [3], a technique involving time-change was used for a special 
case. Graham [4] treats general nonlinear martingale problems for diffusions with 
jumps, under natural Lipschitz assumptions plus bounded mass of the jump measure; 
the representation is more intricate than a SDE and the calculations are accordingly 
worse. We consider here less general jump laws, but do away with the bounded 
jump rate condition. 
1. The classical stochastic differential equation 
We shall first recall the results in Ikeda and Watanabe [?I], Lepeltier and Marchal 
[7], Metivier [8), Skorohod [9], written so as to suit our purposes. The notations 
are close to Ikeda and Watanabe [5]. Let us consider a probability space 
(0, % (S,)rao, P) satisfying the usual hypotheses, with a Brownian motion B and 
an independent stationary Poisson random measure N with characteristic measure 
n(du) on a measurable space ( U, Q). Let N be the compensated martingale measure. 
On Rd @R+ we define a d x d-matrix field (T and d-dimensional vector fields b, f, 
f: Let X0 be a square-integrable Rd-valued random variable independent of B and 
N, of law p. 
On Rd we consider the following time-inhomogenous stochastic equation of the 
Ito-Skorohod type: 
dX, = v,(X,) dB,+ b,(X,) dt+ x(X,_, u)N(du dt) 
u 
+ 
J 
&X,_, u)&du dt) 
u 
(1.1) 
starting at X0. It is natural to assume the following integrability conditions: for all 
x in Rd, T in R+, jij, Ifr(x, u)ln(du) dt<co and j;j, 1x(x, u)12n(du) dt<m. 
We may consider strong solutions. Let us also recall the notion of weak solutions: 
given an initial law p and coefficients w, b, J; J n(du), one looks for a probability 
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space, Brownian motion, Poisson random measure with characteristic measure n(du) 
and random variable X0 with law p, all independent, such that (1.1) is satisfied. 
What is then important is the law of p of X. 
p is the solution to a martingale problem. Let 4 be in C~(U@), x in Rd, t in R+, 
and A a Bore1 set of H = Rd -{O}. Define a positive symmetric matrix a = uu*, and 
measures v,(x, A) =jU ll,(f,(x, u))n(du) and c,(x, A) =jU ll,(f,(x, u))n(du). On Ff, 
v and G are the image measures of n respectively byf and 3 Define the operators 
2, 2, 3 acting on 4 in CE(Rd) by 
(l-2) 
8Ax, = J, (4( x+h)-4(x)-D+(x). h)&(x,dh), 
and ~2 = .2+g +$. This makes sense, since our integrability condition implies that 
Y integrates l/r/, and c integrates ]/I(‘. 2’ and 3 both contain first-order differentials, 
and the decomposition of ti is not unique. Set 6= b+lH hll,,l,,v(dh) - 
I, hl,,,, , v”(dh), p = v + 5; it is customary to write & in the form 
t : atj(X3 t)a;‘,4(x)+ 5 b:Cx2 c)ai4(x) 
+ (4(x+ h) - 4(x) -JJ,+s,W(x) * h)~L,(x, dh) (1.3) 
as in Lepeltier and Marchal [7] or Metivier [S]. 
On the Skorohod space fi = D(R+, Rd) with the canonical filtration and process 
X, one looks for a law p with p,, = P 0 Xi’ = p under which for any 4 in Ci, 
(1.4) 
is a martingale. 
It is known by an extension of the Yamada-Watanabe theorem that strong 
uniqueness implies uniqueness in law; see Lepeltier and Marchal [7] for details. 
Let us state precisely the classical result on strong existence and uniqueness. It is 
obtained by an L* contraction method, plus a stopping-time argument for _/I 
Proposition 1.1. Assume that for a constant K, un$ormly for x, y in Rd, t in com- 
pact sets in R+, IF,(~) - ~,(~)l’+lb~(x) -b,(y)l*+j, 11(x, u) -J(Y, u)l*n(du) s 
K Ix - y12. Assume that f vanishes outside a subset F of U of finite measure n(F). 
Then there is strong existence and uniqueness of solutions for the SDE (1.1) starting 
atXO. q 
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There is a dissimilarity of treatment between f and $ We may always chose f 
vanishing outside of a set of finite measure, by changing drift. The stopping-time 
method does not work for a McKean-Vlasov equation, and we shall need further 
regularity onf: This will give another result which we never have seen stated anywhere 
yet, and which introduces the L’ framework. The proof will only be slightly modified 
for a McKean-Vlasov equation. 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that the Lipschitz assumption in Proposition 1.1 holds, and also 
the L’ Lipschitzassumption I, If;( x, u)-fi(y, u)ln(du)s Klx-yl. Then thereisstrong 
existence and uniqueness of solutions for the SDE (1.1) starting at X,,. 
Proof. We shall adapt the classical proof to an L’ setting. For ‘7-20 we restrict 
ourselves to the time-interval [0, T]. We define a mapping G on the set (denoted 
by L2) of uniformly square-integrable stochastic processes by G(X) = X0+ 
jiJ g(X,) dt, where g(X,) is the right-hand side of (1.1). G is a mapping from L2 to 
L*. Take X’ and X2, and their images Y’ and Y*. 
E sup IY:-Y:l 
OS,<1 > 
( IJ 
, 
SE sup (aAX:) - VAX:)) d& 
“S,ST ” I) 
( II 
I 
+E sup (NX:) - b,(X:)) dt 
OS,ST 0 I) 
+&z I Jo’ I, (.fWL u)-f,(X:-, u))N(du dt) I> 
<f,CX:-, u,-.f,CX:-, u))fi(du dt) 
I) 
(1.9 
and we use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities on the first and fourth terms 
on the right-hand side above, the positivity of the measures N and dt, and the fact 
that the compensator of N is precisely n(du) dt, to get 
E 
( 
sup lY:-Y:( 
0%fS T > 
((I 
T l/2 
<CE Ia, - g,(X:)l’ dt 
0 ) > 
(I 
7 
+E INX:) - MX:)l dt 
0 > 7- 
+E (I J Ifi(X!-, u)-.IJ(X:-, u)ln(du) dt II u > 7 l/2 
+CE ((I J I&Xip, u)-.f,(Xfk, u)l*n(du) dt > > 0 u (1.6) 
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and given our Lipschitz assumptions, we have for another constant C, 
E sup IY:-Y:( 
“<,CT 
)~CE((~“T,X:-Xi,zdl)“i+~~T,XJX/ldt) 
s c(JT+ T)E 
( 
sup 1x: -Xfl 
o-,--7 > 
(1.7) 
and this shows that for small enough T, G is a contraction for this L’ norm. Thus 
we may continuously extend G to r on L’, and I‘ has a unique fixed point X”. 
What is left to be proven is that X” is uniformly square-integrable. X” may be 
obtained by successive approximations starting from X0= X, as an L’ limit of L’ 
variables. We shall now consider this approximating sequence (X”),,, defined 
by X”+‘= G(X”). Stochastic calculus shows that X:+’ -X,-J:, (b,(X:‘)+ 
l,f\(X:)n(du)) d s is a martingale My, with Doob-Meyer bracket (M”), = 
jh (tr a,,(X:)+j, ljy12(X:)n(du)) ds. The Lipschitz assumptions imply an affine 
growth condition on the coefficients, and using this martingale formulation and 
moment inequalities we have 
(1.8) 
and by iteration (as in the Gronwall Lemma) we see that (Xn),ZO is uniformly 
bounded in L2. The Fatou Lemma then shows X” is actually in L2, and thus 
X”= G(X”) is the unique solution to (l.l), on [0, T]. It is then easy to prove 
existence and uniqueness on [T, 2 T], [2 T, 3 T], etc., because a.s. our processes do 
not jump at fixed times. 0 
Remark. We went through all this trouble not to use directly the natural Lz norm, 
because we cannot bound E(supO,,,.J~~~, (.6(X:_, u)-fr(X:_, u))N(du dy)12) 
without first compensating N. We then would need the same L2 Lipschitz assumption 
on f than on 3 There is no comparison possible between the L’ and the L2 Lipschitz 
assumptions. We shall see in Section 3 that for martingale problems with discrete 
set of jumps, the L’ condition may hold and not the L2. 
2. The McKean-Vlasov stochastic differential equation 
We wish to solve McKean-Vlasov equations by a fixed-point method on ‘para- 
metrized’ classical equations. We now assume that there is a supplementary depen- 
dence of the coefficients of the SDE (and thus of the operator of the martingale 
problem) on a probability law on Rd. For simplicity of notation, we dismiss the 
time-dependence. Thus, a, b, f, f are now defined on RdOIT(Rd). 
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Definition 2.1. X is a solution to the McKean-Vlasov stochastic differential equation 
starting at X0 if 
dX, = c(X,, P,) dB, + b(X,, P,) dt 
+ 
I 
f(X,_, P,, u)N(du dt)+ 7(X,_, P,, u)&(du dt) (2.1) 
u u 
where P, = P 0 X,’ is the law of X,. 
The law of X on fi is of interest, and is called a McKean measure. It solves the 
McKean-Vlasov SDE in the weak sense. Recall that 
+ H (~(x+h)-~(x)-n~h~~-ID~(x) * h)r*-(x,p,dh). (2.2) 
The McKean measure solves the following nonlinear martingale problem: 
Definition 2.2. P is the solution to the nonlinear, or the McKean-Vlasov, martingale 
problem if p, = p, and for any 4 in Cz, 
(2.3) 
is a martingale, where p, is the time-marginal (or one-dimensional distribution) 
P 0 X;‘. 
This is where the nonlinearity appears, since Is follows a nonlinear evolution 
equation. We have to specify the whole starting distribution, and not only a starting 
point. 
Consider the mapping that to a law P on fi associates the law Q of the solution 
Y to the SDE obtained from (2.1) by considering it as a classical time-inhomogenous 
SDE ‘parametrized’ by (P,)tao. It is natural to try to obtain existence and uniqueness 
results by proving that this mapping is a contraction for a suitable metric. 
In our L’ setting, the natural metric on n(Rd) is the Kantorovich-Rubinstein, 
or Vasserstein, metric 
P(P, 4) = inf (x-y]r(dx, dy); r has marginals p and q 
I 
= SUP{k, P> - k, 4); k(x) - dY)l G lx -YI>. (2.4) 
The problem on n(o([O, T], @)) is more difficult. To define pr(P, Q) we would 
wish to replace the Euclidian distance in [Wd by any of the complete Skorohod 
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metrics, but this leads to complications. We shall use here the stronger uniform 
metric on fir = D([O, T], W”), and set 
P,(P, 0) = inf II sup \w, - a,JR(do, da); ji&),ii, o=r=r 
R has marginals P and Q 
(g,P)-(s,Q);Ig(w)-g((y)l~O~~~~IW,-Dlil . (2.5) 
All the Vasserstein metrics are complete as soon as the metrics on the space 
supporting the probability measures are, and induce the weak topology plus conver- 
gence of the first moment; see Zolotarev [14]. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that for a constant K, uniformly in x, y in [W*, p, q 
in n(R”), Mx, p) - U(Y, q)l+ Ib(x, P) - b(y, q)l +s,, If(x, P, u) -S(Y, 9, n)ln(du) + 
(I, If(x, p, u) -f(y, q, U)(2n(dn))“2G K(lx - yj +p(p, q)). Then there is strong 
existence and uniqueness of solutions for the SDE (2.1), starting at X0. 
Proof. We restrict ourselves to [0, T]. Let Pk, k = 1,2, be two laws on fir, and Qk 
be the laws of Yk solution to the parametrized SDE 
dY:=a(Y:,P:)dB,+b(Y;,P;)dt 
+ J f( Y:_, P:, u)N(du dt)+ J f( Y:-, P:, u)fi(dudt). (2.6) u u 
The Yk are well defined thanks to Theorem 1.2. 
We shall first prove existence and uniqueness of the McKean measure. Naturally, 
we have pT(Q1, Q2>c E(suP,,,~~)Y~ - Y:l), and by virtually copying the steps 
(1.5), (1.6) and (1.7) in the proof of Theorem 1.2. we get 
AQ’, Q”)cE SUP 1% Y:l ( o=rs-T > 
T ‘12 
GCE 
((I 
(I Y: - Y:l+ p(P:, J’:))’ dt 
0 > 
J 
T 
+ <IY:- Y:l+pU’:,P:)W 
0 > 
cC(J7’+T)E sup )Y;-Y:J+p7(P’,P2) 
> o=r=z 7- 
and for small enough T, C(v’i=+ T)G~, and 
PAQ’, Q’)‘-$J~(~‘, P’). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
This certainly shows uniquess for the McKean measure. For the existence, we must 
be careful, because the uniform metric on the Skorohod space is not separable, and 
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thus its Bore] a-field is not the Skorohod one (which is the product a-field). 
Nevertheless, the classical successive approximation scheme gives a Cauchy 
sequence for pT, and thus for a weaker Vasserstein metric based on a complete 
Skorohod metric, This yields existence. 
One then only needs to use Theorem 1.2 again, considering the McKean-Vlasov 
equation as a classical one ‘parametrized’ by the McKean measure, to get existence 
and uniqueness for the nonlinear process solving (2.1). 0 
Notice that we need not invoke the Yamada-Watanabe Theorem to deduce weak 
uniqueness from strong uniqueness, because of the metrics chosen. We actually 
construct a coupling of Q’ and Q2 using the SDE. 
3. Martingale problems with denumerable jumps 
Up to now we have stated our results starting from the SDE. In many physical 
situations, the martingale problem serves as a model, and the natural assumptions 
are stated in this setting. It is often natural to be given a diffusion matrix a, a drift 
b, and a jump measure v specifying the (non-compensated) jumps of the process. 
When the total mass v(H) is finite, it represents the rate or intensity of the jumps, 
and the probability measure ZJ/ v(H) the law of the amplitude of the jumps. 
Heuristically, v(dh) is the rate of jumps of amplitude lying in dh. 
In a continuous diffusion setting, there is a simple relationship between the 
martingale problem and the SDE, but it is not so for a diffusion with jumps. We 
wish to give wide assumptions on the jump measures that ensure that there is a 
SDE representation with Lipschitz coefficients. We naturally do not want to state 
directly that “v and i, are the image measures of a measure n by mappings f and 
f” such that. . .“. It is also nice not to have uniform boundedness assumptions on 
the jump rate. 
We consider diffusions having only a discrete set of possible jumps at each point. 
We assume V =0, and that the process jumps by h’(x,p) with rate A’(x,p), for i in 
a denumerable index set I. Thus, v(x, p) = Cic, h’(x, P)&s(~,~). 
Adapting an idea in Skorohod [9], we specify the jumps using a Poisson point 
process: we take the measure n on U =R’ that is the one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure on the coordinate axes (in other words, we take denumerable copies of 
R). If N is a Poisson process on U with characteristic measure n, and f(x, p, U) = 
Xii, hi(x? P)liO<u’~h’(X,p), we see that I, f(x, p, u)N(du dt) gives us the jumps, and 
that v is the image measure of n by J: 
A natural assumption is that we can ‘follow’ the jumps, and thus that A’ and h’ 
are Lipschitz: for constants H’ and L’, jh,(x,p) -A’(y, q)\ s L’(jx-y]+p(p, q)) and 
(h’(x,p) - h’(y, q)ls H’(lx-yl+p(p, 9)). Assume also that h’(x, p) is bounded uni- 
formly by h’ and A ‘(x, p) by ii, possibly infinite. 
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Theorem 3.1. If xit, h’(h’((x,p)< cc and CiEI (FL’+ A’H’) < ~0, then the assump 
tions of Theorem 2.1 hold, and thus there is existence and uniqueness of a McKean 
measure with a square-integrable initial condition. 
If 6' and ii arehnite, the conditions above are automatically satisfied in the case 
of a finite number of jumps (when I is finite). If the h’ are constant in (x, p), the 
second condition becomes C li I h’L’ < CO, and may be satisJied for unbounded rates A ‘. 
Proof. The fact that v is the image of n by f is classical, and we have chosen this 
particular form to accommodate unbounded jump rates. The first assumption is the 
integrability condition. We only need to check the L’ Lipschitz assumption. 
C (hi(x,p)uo-cu’i-h’(x,p)- h’(y, q)‘L,~s-h~cy.y~ 
iEl 
s ;, (lh’(w)l l~oru’c-hl(,,p,-~ocu’~h’~~,q~l 
+TI o<uwcy,qJhk p) - h’(y, sN 
and thus, since U’ follows the Lebesgue measure, 
(3.1) 
4 ;, (Ih’(x,p)l IAi(x, PI-A'(Y, dl+A’b, sM’b,p)-h’h q)l) 
si;, (h’L’+~‘W(lx-yl+p(p,q)) (3.2) 
and this finishes our proof. Cl 
We can give a more general condition on the jump measure. Assume we have a 
measurable space A with a measure CY, not depending on (x, p), a real density 
h(x,p, a) on A, and a mapping h(x,p) from A to Rd. Take ~(x,p) = 
(A (x, p, a)a (da)) 0 h(x, p)-I; a is a reference measure, and we allow varying density 
and transport. The previous theorem was a special case, where we took A = I and 
(Y the counting measure. 
We take U = A@&!, n(du) = cy(da)@dr, where dr is the Lebesgue measure, N a 
Poisson point process of characteristic measure n, f(x, p, u) = h(x, p, a)U,,,,,ix,p,a,. 
Theorem 3.2. rf j, Alhl(x,p,a)~(da)<~ and ~,(lh(x,p, a)1 /A(x,p, u)- 
~(~,q,a)~+~(y,q,u)lh(x,p,u)-h(y,q,u)l)~(du)~K(lx-yl+~(p,q)), then the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold, and thus there is existence and uniqueness of a 
McKeun meusure with a square-integrable initial condition, 
If h(x, p, a) = h(a), the condition may be satisfied even for unbounded rates A. 
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Proof. It is exactly the same as for Theorem 3.1, where in (3.1), (3.2) we replace 
ui by r and summation over i by integration on A. 0 
Remark 1. We have a condition on the densities of the jump measures with respect 
to a common reference measure CY. In general, the dependence of the density on 
the measure is not regular, and the Lipschitz assumptions may be hard to handle. 
For instance, assume p(da) = h(p, a)cY(da) and q(da) = h(q, u)a(du); it is very 
difficult to bound I, (A(p, a)-A(q, a)la(da), which is the total variation norm of 
p - q, by Kp(p, q). Naturally this is simple in the discrete case. 
Remark 2. We see here the utility of the L’ setup. Indeed, we had to bound quantities 
like (, (11 O<u=h(x,p) -11 O~uGh(y,q)ln(d~). The i n egrand t taking only the values 0 and 
1, it does not help to square it, and the L2 Lipschitz condition does not hold in general. 
We finish by stating the main motivation to our study: a probabilistic model for 
a chromatographic tube. One wishes to analyse or to separate a mixture of L different 
species of molecules. L usually is not large, but there are many molecules of each 
species. An inert fluid pushes the mixture through a long tube partly full of an 
adsorbant medium. The particles of each species have different mobilities and 
different affinities with the adsorbant medium, and thus take different times to cross 
the tube. There is competition between molecules both for access to the adsorbant 
medium and for space to diffuse, and experimentally this is seen as a nonlinear 
effect: each molecule does not see individual molecules, but can only discernate its 
species, and sees them through their law. 
The natural model is thus given by a nonlinear assymmetrical system of L 
interacting particles, where the nonlinearity is given through the L marginals of the 
global law. Each particle is represented by its spatial position x in R” and by its 
‘state’ z, 0 if adsorbed and 1 if desorbed. So each particle evolves in R” O{O, l} = OX”+‘, 
and the system in (R”O{O, 1))“~ R” = R(n+l)L. It jumps between 2L possible states 
given by the elements of (0, l}“. Thus, it has a finite number of jumps. 
Call p the global law, and Pi,. . . , FL the marginals. Note that the mapping 
giving the latter from the former is basically a projection, and thus is Lipschitz. 
Assume that the jth particle, 1 ~j <L, follows a nonlinear diffusion operator 
~~(x,p)=~{(.w,p’,... ,p”) in R” when desorbed and $(x,p) when adsorbed 
(for instance, 0 if immobile when adsorbed). We then set Z’(X, Z, p) = 
z_Y{(x,p)+(l -z)&,(x) p), acting on the x component. Assume the particle is 
adsorbed at rate oi and desorbed at rate /3’, we then set pLI(x, z, p) = v’(x, Z, p) = 
za’(x, P)$o,-,, + (I - a)P’(x, PP,,,,, where -1 and 1 correspond to the z com- 
ponent. Thus we have defined the system of martingale problems with jumps our 
particles satisfy. For 1 s j s L, set J@ = Z’+gj; for 4 in Ct(Rd), 
My = 4(x’,) - c$((r7i,) - 
I 
’ dc$(x(, P:, . . . , p,:) ds (3.3) 
0 
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are orthogonal martingales, where P’, . . . , P” are the laws of X1,. . , , %” and thus 
the marginals of the overall law. It is easy to give the global martingale problem 
with jumps. Let o{, bj , us, b’, be th e coefficients (matrices and drift vectors) in .Z$ 
and _Y{. 
Theorem 3.3. If u{, Pi, ui, b’,, &, /3’ are Lipschitz bounded, then for any square- 
integrable initial condition, there exists an unique solution in law to the system of 
nonlinear martingale problems (3.3). 
Proof. We use Theorem 3.1 on our global martingale problem. We have to be 
careful: our Lipschitz assumptions are only stated on the x coordinates, and thus 
between particles in the same state. But z E (0, l}, and because of the boundedness 
assumption we actually have a Lipschitz assumption on (x, z); for example, if (ui 
is K-Lipschitz and bounded by A, then the jump rate for the jump (0, -1) is 
z’aj(x,p), and Jz’a’(x,p)-{‘aJ(y, q)) < AJz’-c’j+ K(Ix-yl+p(p, q)). In other 
words, the product of two Lipschitz bounded functions is Lipschitz. q 
Even in the cases when the results are implied by Graham [4], it is interesting to 
have this pathwise interpretation, that can help further calculations and intuition. 
Also, we have strong results if we specify the Brownian motion and Poisson measure. 
In special cases we have results for unbounded jump rates. 
4. The limit theorems 
We now shall see how our nonlinear problem can be seen as the limit for a linear 
system of particles, with weak, mean-field interaction. On a probability space 
(a, 9, (%r)rZo, P) we assume that for 1 c i < K we have independent square- 
integrable initial conditions X6, Brownian motions B’, and Poisson point processes 
N’ with characteristic measure n. For processes X’, 1 c i G K, we define the empirical 
measure 
SK+ f 6,y’ (4.1) 
I 1 
and assume the processes satisfy the system of ‘linear’ equations 
dX; = a(X:, S,“) dB;+ b(X;, Sf) dt 
+ 
I 
f(Xf_, SF, u)N’(du dt) + 
I 
f(X:_, S;, u)I?(du dt) (4.2) 
u ” 
starting at X6. This naturally implies the following system of martingale problems 
on fiK, with canonical processes Xi and empirical measure SK: PK is such that 
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(4.3) 
are martingales, and M” and M*’ are orthogonal if i fj. 
We wish to know what happens when the number of particles K goes to infinity. 
Let us recall the definition of chaoticity: if E is a Polish space, Q a probability 
measure on E, Q” symmetrical probability measures on E K, we say that (0” ) KcN 
is Q-chaotic if for any n EN, f,, . . . , fn continuous bounded on E, 
Iim (Q”,f,O* . .@fnO1OK-n)= fi (Q,f;). (4.4) 
K+CC i=L 
This means a fixed finite number of coordinates behave in the limit as if they were 
independent, of law Q. It is equivalent to the fact that the sequence of the (random) 
empirical measures of the K coordinates converges in law, under the QK, to (the 
deterministic) Q; see Sznitman [lo, 11, 121. 
We suppose the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold, which ensures existence and 
uniqueness both for the particle system and the nonlinear McKean-Vlasov equation. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume the sequence of the initial laws for (4.3) is p-chaotic. Then the 
sequence ( PK ) K a, solving (4.3) is P-chaotic, where p is the McKean measure solving 
(2.3) starting at p. 
Proof. We follow the now classical proof in Sznitman [lo, 11, 121. It is enough to 
prove that (SK)KaI converges in law to E 
We first prove tightness of the laws (T(SK )) K a1 in IT(IT(d)), which is implied 
by tightness of the laws under P” of the first coordinates X’ in II(B). This follows 
from the affine growth conditions on the coefficients implied by the Lipschitz 
assumptions and the Aldous-Rebolledo criterion; see Proposition 3.2.3 in Joffe and 
Metivier [6]. 
We then characterize the accumulation points of (z( SK)) K =I. Let ( Kk)kiN be 
the indexation of a converging substance, and P” the limit. Denote by lim the limit 
following (IJ&)~~~. We shall show that all Q in the support of P” solve the nonlinear 
martingale problem (2.3) starting at p. For $J E Cz, 0 s s,, . . . , s, s s s t, g,, . . . , g, E 
C,, set 
We have 
EK(F(SK)2)= EK (( + .i (M:‘- M$i)g,(X:I) . . * g&?,) (4.6) I 1 
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which is equal to 
K-l 
,-8K((MP’-M~‘)(M;P2-M~2) 
x SIGG,) . . * &Gcyk*(-e,) . . * &(Xy)) 
+f EK(((M, +’ -I%, . . . gq(-cJ2); (4.7) 
the first term is zero because of the orthogonality of the martingale problems, and 
the second goes to zero by uniform integrability using again the affine growth 
conditions and (1.8) or Lemma 3.2.2 in Joffe and Metivier [6]. By an argument 
analogous to Sznitman [lo, Theoritme 3.31, the projections are a.s. continuous, so 
is F, the image law of P” under F is the limit of the laws of F under Z’(SK), and 
by the Fatou Lemma, 
I F(Q)’ dP”( Q) slim EK (F(S” )‘) = 0. (4.8) 
The nonlinear martingale problem (2.3) has a unique solution, and thus there is 
only one accumulation point, namely the Dirac measure at the McKean measure. 
Classically, a sequence in a compact set with a unique accumulation point converges 
to it, and (.5Z(SK)),,, converges to 6,. q 
In the case of our model for a chromatography tube, this is not quite what we 
want. We have a mixture of L different species, each of which comprises a great 
many molecules. For 1 ~j G L, call X”, 1 G i s K,, the K, molecules of thejth species. 
So we have L empirical measures 
f$jKI =.+ f s,,, 
I’ ’ 
(4.9) 
and an assymmetrical system of L symmetrical systems of linear martingale 
problems: for 1 d j < L, 1 G i < K,, 
, sf-“l) ds (4.10) 
are orthogonal martingales. We can naturally also consider a system of stochastic 
differential equations like (4.2). 
The natural result will be the following, and can be proved much in the same 
way as Theorem 4.1. For each species, separately, there will be an interpretation 
like (4.4). 
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, iffor 1 c j G L the sequence of 
the initial laws of the jth species in (4.10) ispj-chaotic, then (,!? Kl, . . . , SLKl-) converges 
when the K, go to infinity, in law and in probability, to the L-uplet of marginak 
(P’, . . . , FL) of the solution to the system of nonlinear martingale problems (3.3) 
starting at (p’, . . . , p”). 0 
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